Dear Parents,

Month of September was contended with different shades. It began with an adventurous trip to KIDZANIA. There the kids gained different skills like cooking, banking, baking etc. Further in school campus children’s ability was accomplished to encapsulate Janmashtami festival into fun by performing LAZIM and MATKI FOD. Not only this but this celebration was continued with TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATION where senior students acted as teachers.

Moving to academics part, in Science they learned importance of rivers in our life. How rivers benefit us in different ways.

In the world of digits they acquired knowledge of decimal addition and subtraction.

Social studies poured the knowledge of deserts in world into their imagination.

Coming to language skills, in English they were engrossed into listening the story of “Vidhur’s Secret”

In Hindi they enjoyed a reading a chapter wherein a little girl writes her daily diary jotting down small- small things of her daily routine.

The other half of this month was gushed with studies with revision of all subjects followed by their exams.

Coming month students will be geared up with new concepts in all subjects.
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